CONVENTIONS 1.2. We must assume that the reader has [2] at hand, and we follow its conventions. In particular we need [2; (2.2) , (2.4) , (2.5) , (2.6) , (2.8) , (2.9) , (3.1), and (3.9) ]. For f:M n ->N*> B f is the set of x in M n at which / is not locally topologically equivalent to the projection map p: R n -> R p . The symbol ^ is read "is diffeomorphic to". DEFINITIONS 1.3. C-analytic sets are defined in [2] . A C-analytic set is called C-irreducible [9, p. 155] if it is not the sum of two Canalytic subsets distinct from itself. Whitney and Bruhat [9, p. 155, Proposition 11] prove that any C-analytic set V is uniquely the (countable) locally finite union of C-irreducible C-analytic subsets V m9 no one of which contains another. The V m are called the C-irreducible components of V. Conversely, any locally finite union of C-analytic sets is a C-analytic set [9, p. 154] . DEFINITIONS 1.4 . Let V be a complex analytic set of dimension v. There is a complex analytic subset SczV such that dim S < v and V -S is a complex analytic 'y-xnanifold [8, p. 500] . (The points of 38 P. T. CHURCH AND J. G. TIMOURIAN V -S are called simple or regular.) Let M be a complex analytic manifold, and let T (M, p) for p e M be the tangent plane of M at p. Suppose that for each p e M, i -plane T, and sequence {gj cz V -S with qi~>p and T(V, &) -> T, we have T{M, p) c T; then F is said to be a-regular over M. If F and ikί also satisfy another property (^-regular), then F is said to be regular over M [8, p. 540] . LEMMA 1.5. (Whitney [7, p. 540, Lemma 19.3] (Whitney and Bruhat [9, p. 156, Proposition 13 
Proof. We use induction on v; if v = 0, then F is discrete and the results are trivial.
Let V m be the C-irreducible components of F (1.3). According to [2, p. 22, (3.1) (1) and (3) . In case (2) dim f(E m ) < v also, and, from the Rank Theorem [1, p. 155] Let M*, N*, /*, F*, W*, and (W -E)* be complexiίications (see e.g. [2, (2.4) , (2.5) , (2.6)]), where M* is small enough that F* is irreducible in M* [9, p. 155, Proposition 11 and p. 151, Corollary 2] . Let E'aV* be as given by [2, (3.1) ] for F* and /*, so that /* | (F* -JE") has constant rank fc. By definition of r, Fhas a simple point x at which f\ V has rank r; thus /* | F* has rank r at α? also, so that k^r.
Since dim!?' < dim F* = v [9, p. 155 , and since F* is α-regular over I*, Γcf. Now /| (F* -£") has rank r, while /* | X* has rank greater than r, and a contradiction results.
Substantially the same proof yields the complex analog, where C-analytic is replaced by analytic. There is a unique minimal set E satisfying (b), viz. the intersection of all sets E satisfying (b). (*) It suffices to prove the theorem locally, i.e., to show that for each (x, t) e i2p_i(/), there are neighborhoods P ^ R 2 oί x and Q ρ& R^1 of t such that f\P x Q satisfies the conclusion. Now R p^( f) is a C-analytic set [2, (2.9) ], and since dim p -1 by Sard's Theorem [1, p. 156] and / is open, dim (i2 p _i(/)) ^ p. It is the union of its C-irreducible components V m with dimension v m ; let E n and r m be as given by (2.1(b)) (or [2, (3.1)] ). Let E be the union of the C-analytic subset SaR^f)
given by (2.1(a)), the V m for ^m = r m -p -1, and the i? m for v m = p and r w -p -1, and let F be the union of the V m with r m ^ p -2. Let G a E he the Canalytic subset A given by (2.2) 
, so we may define X to contain F [J G. Thus (see (*)) we may consider only neighborhoods P x Q disjoint from F U G, i.e., it suffices to prove the lemma in case F = G = 0. By (2.2) dim (E n (i? 2 x {£})) ^ 0 for each £ 61^" 1 , so (see (*)) it suffices to prove the lemma at the points of R p^( f) -E, i.e., to assume E -0. Thus Rp-ίif) is a p-manifold (or is 0) and f\ R p _ x {f) has rank p -1.
We now apply [2, (3.9) 
Let Δ c A be the C-analytic subset given by (2.2) . We may take A = X, and the conclusion results. {z, t l9 ,
Proof of (1.1) 3.2. Let X = X(f) be the complement of the set on which / has the desired structure; then XaB f is closed. We suppose that dim/(X) ;> p -1, and will obtain a contradiction.
Since / is C\ dim (f{R P M))) ^ P -2 [1, p. 156 [4, p. 341] and [6, p. 329] ; the latter example may be assumed to be C°° except on one point inverse, and thus [1, p. 151] may be assumed to be C°°. As a result, "/ real analytic'' may not be replaced by "/C~" in (1.1).
The maps / and g defined by f(z) = &{z) and g(z) = {^B(z)) z are locally topologically equivalent at 0, but are not locally C 1 equivalent, since g has rank 0 at the origin.
There are examples [2, (4.7) (b)] with X = B f , dim B f -p -1, and dim/(J5/) = p -2. [2, p. 28, (4.2) ], and thus for p ^ 2 satisfies a structure theorem [1, p. 155] similar to (1.1).
